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Equal financial 
&
healthcare
opportunity for
all of
humankind.
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Solutions are more

important to achieve the

UN agenda 2030, than

just discussions. Also,

econometrics matter!

"

It has been an interesting
and insightful ride since the

inception of HumanKinds.org
(HUMANKINDS SOCIO

FEDERATION), last July!
 

Though our team's expertise
lie in Finance, Healthcare

RCM & Corporate Ops, we
learnt a lot on how Non-

profits function and operate.
 

We now understand the
importance of global holistic
partnerships to achieve the

United Nations Agenda
2030. Also, a big shoutout to
Mr. Pavan Sukhdev (GIST,

WWF), the UN DESA and
TPI, Oxford, UK for their
research in this domain. 

 
At HumanKinds, we are

looking forward to curate,
utilize and improve upon the
grassroot level data on our
various SDG focus, we are
working upon and improve

decision making and further
sustainable economic

development.

From the Director's Desk
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SDG 5

SDG 1

End poverty in all its forms
everywhere

SDG 3

SDG 10

Identifying and improving upon the specific SDGs is central to every organization's
development. This can be done by prioritizing, and demonstrating how they align with
your own business/function strategy and keep improving upon the indicators.

There are 17 SDGs and 169 targets
in total. Also, known as the United
Nations' Agenda 2030, they
encompass the global economy!

Priority SDGs
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Ensure healthy lives and
promote well-being for all at
all ages

Achieve gender equality
and empower all women
and girls

Reduce inequality within
and among countries



1) Feeding Drive with BHUMI.NGO (India's largest volunteering
network).

2) Understanding sustainability and partnerships with Pauline
Laravoire (Y-East.org, a Non-profit aggregator from Eastern India).

3) Financial literacy classes with the French non-profit Life Project
for Youth (LP4Y.org), focused on SDG5.

4) Multiple data curation trips for PHC (SDG 3) to the Sunderbans
(the world's largest delta ecosystem).

5) Planning for a sustainable future at the "India Conference at
Harvard" presided by Mr. Amitabh Kant, Justice D Y Chandrachud,
Dr. Nachiket Mor, Dr. Ameera Shah, and others.

6) Discussions and understanding of perspectives with multiple
directors and execs of non-profits (part of the Y-East network).

Well! Upon zooming out, it seems our
research is just a tiny drop in the
ocean to achieving the UN agenda
2030. 

Yet, our resilience helped us cause
social impact in financial
empowerment, primary healthcare
management, and women upliftment!

2021-22 in a page
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Understanding and improving upon the
inequities of this world is not easy. Most
of the time, we use productivity to create
further economic inequality, rather than
reducing it!

On behalf of India:

- Empower
primary care
- Specialized
doctors
- Better credit
delivery and
management

Message from our beneficiaries

We at HumanKinds.org (HUMANKINDS SOCIO
FEDERATION) made sure we can reach the
maximum number of beneficiaries in India through
our partnerships with various non-profit
organizations, and networks.

The result is a wave of surveys and data curation
efforts to understand the pain points and improve
upon the Gini Coefficient of the specific cluster /
region, we impacted.
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Glimpses

@ Y-East.org

We aggregate Resources, Credit vehicles & Bureaucratic

handholding that are focused on the Primary Healthcare and

Business needs of these women, most of which are currently

borne out of pocket.
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@ LP4Y.org

@ Sunderbans
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Connect with us

HumanKinds

HUMANKINDS SOCIO FEDERATION
Section 8 Company as per Companies Act, 2013

 
CIN:  U85300WB2021NPL246495

NGO Darpan Id: WB/2021/0302156
 

We thank you for your continued support in
our efforts to contribute to the UN SDGs.

We have spent enough time advocating
for sustainability and impact driven
entrepreneurship. Now is the time to
focus on productive economic impact
keeping the ESG principles in mind and
drive transformational growth through
holistic partnerships.

humankinds.org

support@humankinds.org

Moving forward


